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ABSTRACT
Person identification is crucial in various smart building
applications, including customer behavior analysis, patient
monitoring, etc. Prior works on person identification mainly
focused on access control related applications. They achieve
identification by sensing certain biometrics with specific sen-
sors. However, these methods and apparatuses can be intru-
sive and not scalable because of instrumentation and sensing
limitations.

In this paper, we introduce our indoor person identifica-
tion system that utilizes footstep induced structural vibra-
tion. Because structural vibration can be measured with-
out interrupting human activities, our system is suitable for
many ubiquitous sensing applications. Our system senses
floor vibration and detects the signal induced by footsteps.
Then the system extracts features from the signals that rep-
resent characteristics of each person’s gait pattern. With the
extracted features, the system conducts hierarchical classi-
fication at an individual step level and then at a trace (i.e.,
collection of consecutive steps) level. Our system achieves
over 83% identification accuracy on average. Furthermore,
when the application requires different levels of accuracy, our
system can adjust confidence level threshold to discard un-
certain traces. For example, at a threshold that allows only
most certain 50% traces for classification, the identification
accuracy increases to 96.5%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many smart building applications require indoor person

identification for personalized tracking/monitoring/services.
For example, in nursing home, identifying monitored pa-
tients and tracking individual activity range helps nurses un-
derstand patients’ conditions. Similarly, such person identi-
fication information can also be used in smart stores/malls.
By identifying customers visiting different stores in a shop-
ping mall, different purchasing patterns can be recognized
for more efficient advertisement arrangements.

Various methods and apparatuses have been explored for
person identification [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17].
These methods and apparatuses specify biometrics (face,
iris, finger print, hand geometry, gait, etc.) [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 14, 16, 17] and sensing technologies (vision, sound,
force, etc.) [5, 6, 9, 7, 11, 12]. Some biometrics, such as iris
[16], finger print [8] and hand geometry [14], achieve rela-
tively high identification accuracy and are widely used for
access control. However, they often require human interac-
tions; hence, they are limited for ubiquitous smart building
applications. Others, such as face [10, 17] and gait [5, 6,
7, 9, 11, 12], when used in surveillance applications, are
difficult to get enough sensing resolution required for recog-
nition from a distance [9]. Numerous sensing technologies
have been explored and proven useful and efficient; neverthe-
less, these technologies have their limitations. Vision-based
methods [9, 11] often require line-of-sight, their performance
changes with lighting conditions. Also, high computational
cost limits their applications. Likewise, sound-based meth-
ods [5, 7] might be limited by deployments at conversation
sensitive area. Meanwhile, force-based methods [6, 12] uti-
lize specialized floor tile sensors for footstep detection. In
that sense, dense deployment and high installation cost are
inevitable for such systems.

In this paper, we present a person identification system
through footstep induced structural vibration. People walk
differently; therefore, their footsteps result in unique struc-
tural vibrations. Our system measures such vibration, de-
tects signals induced by footsteps, extracts features from
these signals, and applies a hierarchical classifier to these
features to identify each registered user. Due to better wave
attenuation properties in solids, with proper amplification,
our system can detect individuals in a relatively large range.



Figure 1: These photographs show two people walk-
ing with different gait patterns. (a) and (b) are their
front views. They show differences in the distances
between left and right feet of each person (indicated
by blue double arrows). (c) and (d) are the side
views of persons walking. They display the differ-
ences in the angles between the feet and the floor
when the heels strike the floor (indicated by white
arrows). They also show the center of gravity varia-
tion across different people (shown as green dotted
arrows).

As a result, our system’s sensing density is low compared to
those force-based methods. Compared to vision-based and
sound-based methods, our measurement suffers less interfer-
ences from obstacles that move around, since the vibration
travels in structure. Furthermore, the installation of our sys-
tem is non-intrusive: we deploy the geophone on the floor
surface without damaging the structure. The major contri-
butions of this work include:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
demonstrates footstep induced floor vibration can be
used to identify people.

• We designed a hierarchical classification algorithm to
identify people with high confidence level.

The rest of the sections in this paper is organized as fol-
lowing. In section 2, we first explain that people have unique
footstep patterns. Then section 3 introduces our person
identification system design, followed by its evaluation and
results in section 4. Based on the evaluation on our current
system, we analyzed the practical challenges in section 5. In
the end, we provide summary and conclusions in section 6.

2. FOOTSTEP PATTERNS
Each person has a unique walking pattern due to many

factors, including individual physical characteristics, the cen-
ter of gravity position during the walk, the way feet contact
the ground, etc. Figure 1 shows an example of how walking
patterns vary across different people. The person appears in
Figure 1 (a) and (c) is taller and heavier than the person in
Figure 1 (b) and (d). In addition, the person in Figure 1 (a)
has a narrower distance between left and right feet compared
to the person in Figure 1 (b). In Figure 1 (c), the person
walks with his center of gravity centered between front and
back feet, while in Figure 1 (d) the person tends to lean back
when she walks. Moreover, in Figure 1 (c), the person has
a smaller foot-floor angle than the person in Figure 1 (d).

In this section, we discuss the uniqueness and consistency
of the footstep induced floor vibration for each person. We
define floor vibration signal induced by a footstep as a step
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Figure 2: This plot shows floor vibration captured
by a geophone when a person passes by it. The sens-
ing range for this particular case is approximately
10m, which can be affected by various factors includ-
ing floor type, shoe type, etc. Step events near the
geophone have larger amplitudes and higher signal-
to-noise ratios (SNR) than those further away.

event (SE). We consider a sequence of SEs from a contin-
uous walk as a trace. Figure 2 demonstrates a typical trace
consisting of multiple SEs. We collected multiple traces of
different people and compared their SEs.

Variation between SEs from different persons: SEs
from different people show distinguishable variations in both
time and frequency domains. Figure 3 shows SEs from three
people. The left and right columns show corresponding time
and frequency domain signals, respectively. In addition,
red dotted lines and green dash-dot lines indicate locations
of peaks and valleys in frequency domain respectively. As
shown in Figure 3, the locations of peaks and valleys vary
among different people, which can be used as features to
identify them.

Consistency between SEs from the same person: On
the other hand, SEs from one person bear resemblance be-
tween each other. Figure 4 shows three SEs from one trace.
The left and right columns show corresponding time and
frequency domain signals, respectively. Note that they span
similar time duration with nearly identical velocity profiles
in time domain. The frequency domain patterns (i.e., peaks
and valleys, marked by dotted and dash-dot lines) are well-
aligned across these three different SEs. Hence, these exper-
iments demonstrate that a SE is a feasible metric for person
identification.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
We design our person identification system with three

modules: sensing, footstep analysis, and decision making.
Figure 5 displays components and relations of these mod-
ules. The sensing module monitors floor vibration induced
by person walking. Then the footstep analysis module ex-
tracts SEs from sensor readings [13] and obtains features to
represent characteristics of each SE. Once these features are
extracted, the decision making module takes the features
and runs through the hierarchical classifier, which includes
step level and trace level classifications.

3.1 Sensing Hardware
The sensing module consists of three major parts: geo-

phone, amplifier, and analog-to-digital converter (ADC). We
set the geophone on the floor to capture floor vibration sig-
nals. However, the raw signals are not large enough for SEs



Figure 3: We compare SEs from three different peo-
ple wearing soft-soled shoes. Each sub-figure in the
left column displays a SE of each person in time do-
main, while the right column shows the correspond-
ing frequency domain signal. Different gait patterns
are illustrated as misalignment of peaks (marked by
red dotted lines) and valleys (marked by green dash-
dot lines) in frequency domain.

to be distinguishable from sensor noise after ADC. To im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we amplified the raw
signal by connecting the geophone to an op-amp with an
empirical amplification gain of 1000x, which allows approx-
imately 10m sensing range for particular factors including
floor type, shoe type, etc. We sampled at 25 kHz to capture
the signal characteristics in a wide range of frequency.

3.2 Footstep Analysis
The key to person identification is to extract and analyze

the characteristics of SEs. There are two major components
in the footstep analysis module: 1) step extraction to obtain
SEs and 2) feature extraction to characterize SEs.

3.2.1 Step Extraction
The floor vibration from one trace contains multiple SEs

as shown in Figure 2. SEs contain a person’s identity in-
formation, while the interval between SEs is mainly noise.
Therefore, to identify people, we need to extract SEs from
the entire vibration signal. We first model the noise as a
Gaussian distribution and then apply an anomaly detection
method to extract SEs [13]. The threshold value to detect a
SE is determined by an allowable false alarm rate.

3.2.2 Feature Extraction
In order to extract features efficiently, we first select steps

with high SNR in a trace, then we extract features of selected
steps that represent characteristics of the footsteps.

Step Selection: The SEs in one trace have different SNR
depending on the relative step location to the sensor. This
leads to the variation on classification performance. In the
process of data collection, we observed that on average the
five steps closest to the sensor have highest SNR. Therefore,
we extract five SEs closest to the sensor for classification.

Figure 4: We compare SEs from the same person.
Each sub-figure in the left column displays a SE of
the person in time domain, while the right column
shows the corresponding frequency domain signal.
The aligned peaks (marked by red dotted lines) and
valleys (marked by green dotted lines) in frequency
domain indicate similarities between SEs. The wave-
forms in time domain also bear high resemblance.

Step Normalization: Once the SEs are selected, they
are normalized to remove effects of the distance between the
footstep location and the sensor. The SE closer to the sensor
has a higher signal energy, which is calculated as the sum of
squared signal values. Hence, we divide each SE by its signal
energy to remove the distance effect, because such effect is
irrelevant to the person’s identity.

Step Features: After normalization, we compute fea-
tures in both time and frequency domains to present dif-
ferent characteristics of SEs for each person. Time domain
features include standard deviation, entropy, peak values,
partial signal before and after the maximum peak, etc. In
frequency domain, we use features including spectrum cen-
troid, locations and amplitudes of peaks, power spectrum
density, etc.

3.3 Decision Making
The person identification is modeled as a hierarchical clas-

sification problem in our system. A hierarchical classifier in-
cludes step level and trace level classifications. It increases
the identification accuracy by utilizing the fact that steps
from the same trace belong to the same person.

3.3.1 Step Level Classification
Each person’s walking pattern is unique and consistent

as discussed in Section 2. In that sense, we utilize SE fea-
tures, which reflect such uniqueness, to conduct step level
classification. Our system takes features of SEs from differ-
ent people’s traces to generate a classification model using
Support Vector Machine (SVM), which maximizes the dis-
tance between data points and the separating hyper-plane
[1]. The multi-class C-Support Vector Classifier (C-SVC)
[2, 4] from LIBSVM library [3] is applied with the Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernel to perform the non-linear sep-
aration. The step level classification with LIBSVM gives out
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Figure 5: System overview. The system consists of
three modules: sensing, footstep analysis, and deci-
sion making.

both the identification label and the confidence level as the
result of the testing SE.

3.3.2 Trace Level Classification
We observed high resemblance on SEs from the same trace

as discussed in section 3.2.1. By classifying identity at trace
level, we reduce classification uncertainty by eliminating out-
lier SEs from the step level classification and enhance the
overall identification accuracy of the system.

Remove Low Confidence Level SEs: Each SE clas-
sified by the C-SVC classifier obtains a identification label
and a confidence level as the step level classification result.
Since we are investigating the five steps with highest SNR
from one trace (Section 3.3.1), we will have a confidence ma-
trix Ps×n, where n is the number of people to be classified,
and s is the number of SEs selected from the trace. The
identity of the SE with highest confidence level is selected
to be the identity of the entire trace.

Confidence Level Threshold: Some of the applications
tolerate unclassifiable (unknown) traces while requiring high
accuracy for classified traces. For example, our person iden-
tification system can be deployed in the supermarket for
customer behavior analysis or shelf location optimization.
In such scenarios, it is acceptable that the system cannot
identify some of the customers, but achieving high accu-
racy for the classified customers is important. In addition,
when a new person’s trace is detected, it is possible that
SEs in the new trace are not similar to any of the footsteps
in the database. In this case, the confidence levels of all
steps in a trace are equally low, and the system needs to
detect such situation. Therefore, we set a confidence level
threshold CLthreshold to determine whether the classifica-
tion result of the trace is reliable enough for identification.
We consider the trace to be identifiable when the confidence
level is higher than the threshold. Otherwise, we consider
the trace to be unclassifiable. The system can adjust this
threshold to obtain different identification accuracy based
on the application.

4. EVALUATION
In order to prove the feasibility of the methodology, we

conducted an experiment on campus.

4.1 Experiment Setup
Figure 6 shows the location and setup of our experiment.

The experiment is performed in a hallway at first floor of
Building 19 at NASA AMES Research Park at the Carnegie
Mellon University Silicon Valley campus. In the hallway we
placed one geophone sensor 0.6m away from one of the wall.
An analog amplifier magnifies the signal from the geophone
with an empirical gain of 1000X to improve the signal res-

0.6m

1.5m

8m7.2m

geophone

tester trace ~1m

Figure 6: Experimental setup in a hallway. A geo-
phone was installed near the wall (0.6m away), and
human subjects were instructed to walk along the
center line of the hallway.

olution as shown in Figure 7. We then recorded the data
using the oscilloscope sampling at 25 kHz.

Five people with soft-soled shoes participated in data col-
lection. During data collection, there is no noticeable noise
created by other sources, such as floor vibration from other
people walking, vending machine, and flushing toilets etc.
Each person walked along the hallway back and forth 20
times. Each time a person walk sixteen meters with the
sensor in the middle of the route. In that case, the sensor
will not capture the starting and stopping steps of a per-
son’s consecutive steps in a trace. The person walking along
the line displayed in Figure 6, which is approximately one
meters from each sidewall of the hallway.

4.2 Result Analysis
To evaluate the performance of our method, we present

the results of both step level and trace level classification.
Due to the application we described earlier, we evaluate our
system performance using classification accuracy, which is
calculated as number of correct cases divided by number of
all cases, as a gauge. We selected 80% of the data from each
person as training data, and used the rest for testing. We
conducted cross-validation to prevent biased results.

Figure 9 shows the step level (dotted red line) and the
trace level (solid red line) classification accuracies with dif-
ferent CLthreshold. As the confidence level threshold in-
creases, the accuracy approaches 100%. However, when all
steps are classified, the identification accuracy is only 63%.
This means that step level classification alone is not enough
for our system.

The trace level classification accuracy shows a similar trend
as the step level classification accuracy. However, the hier-
archical classification algorithm significantly improves the
accuracy to 83% when classifying all traces. The confusion
matrix in Figure 8 indicates the percentage of traces of the
ith person (Pi, i = 1...5) which are recognized as the jth per-
son (Pj , j = 1...5). We can calculate the precision of each
registered users from the matrix and the average is 84%.

While this may be enough for applications such as shop-
per identification (where coverage is more crucial than accu-
racy), it is not suitable for high accuracy applications (such
as security related applications). In applications requiring
high accuracy, the confidence level threshold needs to be
raised. The solid green line with diamond markers in Fig-
ure 9 shows the classified traces (CT) percentage as the con-
fidence level threshold increases. To illustrate the effects of
thrsholding on the confidence level, we also present the clas-
sified steps (CS) percentage by thresholding on step level
classification results using the dotted green line with dia-
mond markers. By comparing the CT and CS percentage,
we observe similar decreasing trend. The CS percentage has
steep drop between threshold 25% to 50% comparing to CT



Figure 7: Data Collection Setup. The data was col-
lected with our sensing hardware, which consists of
geophone, amplifier, oscilloscope, and power supply,
at the sampling rate of 25 kHz.

percentage, which confirms the efficiency of the trace level
classification. We see that when roughly 50% percent of the
traces are classified, the trace level classification accuracy
is more than 96%. This suggests that the system can be
tailored for various applications based on their accuracy re-
quirements. We further observe that when the confidence
level threshold increases, each person’s identification accu-
racy increases with similar trend. This implies that the gait
patterns in our database are well separable using the fea-
tures and the classification method we designed.

5. PRACTICAL CHALLENGES
In this section, we analyze some of the practical challenges

our system may encounter in practical scenarios. We further
discuss what can be done to tackle these challenges.

5.1 Sensing Multiple People Simultaneously
In real world scenarios, more than one person may appear

in the same sensing area simultaneously. The system need
to count the number of people and identify each of them.
Prior work has been done on determining the appearance
of exactly one person or multiple people in the sensing area
using neural network classifier [15]. We plan to focus on the
people counting problem first. Knowing the number of peo-
ple, we can apply blind source separation to separate mixed
signals and then identify people from separated signals.

5.2 Increasing Number of Registered Users
When the number of registered users increases, we ex-

pect the identification accuracy to decrease because as the
number of people increases, the probability of people in the
database sharing similar foot-strike will increase. In addi-
tion, as the number of registered users (classes) increases,
the multi-class SVM’s computational complexity will also
increase. In order to handle the increasing number of reg-
istered users, we plan to separate levels of features and
combine other localization based information (such as stride
length) to have an efficient multi-level identification method.

5.3 Impacts of Shoe Types
Different shoe types will cause floor vibrations with dif-

ferent signal characteristics, even if it is the same person
walking with similar gaits. The signals of one person wear-
ing different shoes need to be recognized and categorized as
the same person. This can be achieved by clustering traces
with similar behavior patterns (activity range, stride length,
etc.) as the same identity.

Figure 8: The trace level classification confusion ma-
trix indicates the percentage of traces of the ith per-
son (Pi, i = 1...5, y axis) which are recognized as the
jth person (Pj , j = 1...5, x axis) by our system.

5.4 Impacts of Gait/Behavior Change
People’s gaits/behaviors can be influenced by their mood,

their load, and their shoe type (especially high heels). When
the system handles behavior change, it can utilize space in-
formation, including a person’s activity range, office seat
arrangement, building floor plan, etc., to infer each person’s
different gait patterns.

5.5 Location-Based Characterization
By using multiple sensors to capture the same SE, the

system can localize the SE. Similar to acoustic signals, the
attenuation model of SE signals and the time difference of
arrival (TDoA) between each sensor pair can be obtained.
Once such information of SE signals is obtained, various
existing localization algorithms can be applied. With SEs’
location information, we can extract more features to char-
acterize gait patterns. For example, we can infer a person’s
step strength from the attenuation model and use it as a fea-
ture. Furthermore, we can calculate a person’s stride length
and stride width, with the sequence of SE locations, which
can also be used as features.

5.6 Environmental Influences
We observed that there are several noise sources in a build-

ing, which mainly fall into two categories: the appliances
noise and human activities. The electrical appliances that
contain motors (such as vending machine, coffee machine,
and refrigerator) excite the floors of the building at certain
frequencies. For example, most alternating current motors
runs at 60 Hz. On the other hand, aperiodic human activ-
ities causing floor vibration include flushing toilet, shutting
door, moving carts around, etc. The system should under-
stand these noises and remove them accordingly. For exam-
ple, the fixed-frequency noise can be removed by applying
a band-stop filter. The system should recognize vibration
signals from non-walking activities by analyzing signal en-
velop and frequency decomposition and then separating such
signals from detected SEs.

5.7 Structural Influences
We notice that the physical floor structure around a sen-

sor affects SE amplitude during the experiment. A sensor
mounted on the floor directly above a beam detected less im-
pulse oscillation compared to a sensor placed between two
beams. Structural characteristics, such as material stiffness,
also affect vibration signals captured by the sensors. Signals
captured from concrete structures are smaller than those
from wood structures. Therefore, when we deploy systems
at different locations or in different structures, we need to
adjust the amplification level to achieve an ideal signal res-
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Figure 9: Person identification results under differ-
ent confidence levels. We identify a person only
when the predicted confidence level is over the
threshold (CLthreshold). Red lines are identification
accuracy. The red solid line is the trace level clas-
sification (TLC) accuracy, while the red dashed line
is the step level classification (SLC) accuracy. The
TLC accuracy is always higher than the SLC. The
green lines with diamond markers are percentage of
classified cases under the confidence level threshold.
The green solid line is the classified traces (CT) per-
centage, while the green dashed line is the classified
steps (CS) percentage. Thresholding on the confi-
dence level improves classification accuracy by elim-
inating potential incorrect classification cases. The
trace level classification improves from 83% to 96.5%
when the system allows only 50% of the cases to be
classified.

olution. A form of automatic gain control can be used in
our system to automatically adjust the analog amplification
based on the measured signal amplitude.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we demonstrated the possibility to identify

different people with their SEs. Our system achieves over
83% identification accuracy when identifying every trace for
five people. In addition, trace level classification improves
to 96.5% when the system focuses on the top 50% traces
that are more confident. This adjustable confidence factor
also allows the system designer to adjust our system based
on the needs of the application. Our final goal is to improve
the simplicity of the deploy-ability and maintainability of
such systems in large-scale civil structures.
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